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About the Company

MISSION:
IntriCon meets the demands of a miniature world. We design, develop, engineer
and manufacture advanced miniature and
micro-miniature medical and electronic
products. Our name, IntriCon, tells it best.
“Intri,” for intricate, conveys the complex
work we do every day for our customers.
“Con,” for connect, represents our ability
to bring people and devices together for
progress. Our mission is to enhance the
mobility and effectiveness of body-worn
devices that connect people to people, or
people to the devices around them.
Our expertise spans more than 25 years
and is focused on four main markets:
medical, hearing health, professional
audio and electronics. We build lasting
customer relationships – combining
reliable, quality products and proprietary
technology with just-in-time service and
competitive prices. Additionally, our expertise in the latest digital signal processing (DSP) and wireless technologies is
creating opportunities for new products
across all of our markets.
IntriCon is headquartered in Arden Hills,
Minn., a suburb of Minneapolis/St. Paul.
We employ more than 500 people at
facilities in the United States, Europe and
Asia. IntriCon common stock is traded on
the American Stock Exchange under the
symbol “IIN.”

IntriCon’s Markets:
Hearing Health
IntriCon provides customers with
advanced hearing health products, from
ultra-miniature volume controls and trimmers to programmable hearing systems,
custom integrated circuits (ICs), and
application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) – all using the latest DSP and
wireless technology.

Medical
From life-critical monitoring devices to
drug-delivery solutions, we design,
develop and manufacture injectionmolded plastics, microelectronics and
micro-mechanical assemblies for emerging
companies, as well as leading medical
device manufacturers. Our products
connect patients and care givers, providing
vital information and feedback.

Professional Audio
We fully support performers and
production staff in the music and stage
performance markets. For customers
focusing on security and emergency
response needs, and hearing protection,
IntriCon offers several devices that are
extremely portable and perform well in
noisy or hazardous environments –
making them well suited for applications
in the aviation, fire, law enforcement,
safety and military markets.

Electronics
IntriCon is a leader in the field of miniaturized electronics. Used in a broad range
of industries, we believe our products
enable manufacturers to produce smaller,
more reliable devices that effectively meet
the needs of their customers.

Net sales
Gross profit
% of net sales
Income (loss) from continuing operations
Net earnings
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$ 51,726
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$
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$
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0.0%
$
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Letter to Shareholders

To Our Shareholders:
Progress is exciting and in 2006 we made
significant strides in further growing IntriCon. Our miniature/micro-miniature focus
in our core markets – medical, hearing
health, professional audio and electronics
– allowed us to continue to drive doubledigit revenue growth. Over the last three
years we have grown annual revenues by
more than $15 million and gone from a
continuing operations net loss to delivering earnings of 23 cents per diluted share.
Equally important, our expansion in our
four chosen markets is increasing our customer base and market share. We believe
we are positioned for continued success in
2007 and beyond.
For 2006, IntriCon reported sales of $51.7
million, up 16 percent from $44.5 million
for 2005. In 2006, we also continued to
demonstrate the scalability of our business model as operating income grew to
$2.0 million from $1.4 million in 2005.
Gross margins of 24 percent were down
slightly from 26 percent in 2005 due to the
ramp-up of new customer projects. Income
from continuing operations for 2006 was
$1.24 million, or $0.23 per diluted share,
a marked improvement over $761,000, or
$0.14 per diluted share, for 2005. Total
company net income for 2006 was $1.2
million, or $0.22 per diluted share, compared to $1.5 million, or $0.29 per diluted
share, in 2005. Results for 2005 included
a $0.15 per diluted share benefit from
discontinued operations relating to a favorable adjustment for the post-retirement
medical plan of a divested business.
During the year, we added a state-of-theart, 5,200-square-foot clean room to our
Vadnais Heights, Minn., operation and a
3,200-square-foot clean room to our
Arden Hills, Minn., operation. The additions increase the company’s medical
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manufacturing capacity. We also completed the shift of certain manufacturing production to our Singapore facility, which
offers customers a low-cost manufacturing option. In addition, we’re continuing
to work with our Malaysian partner to
further reduce production costs. In 2007,
we plan to explore other low-cost manufacturing possibilities overseas.
Our focus on medical, hearing health, professional audio and electronics products
has helped us grow by expanding our core
product lines and accelerating new product introductions. Among the drivers that
we expect will enhance profitability going
forward are our continued commitment to
cost reduction, product development efficiency and tight expense management, in
addition to our expanding product lines.
To hasten new product introductions, we
are expanding our research and development initiatives in 2007. Research and
development is both company- and
customer-sponsored, reflecting our customers’ confidence in our ability to deliver
custom, proprietary technology. New
technologies and new low-power wireless
initiatives are allowing us to advance new
product development this coming year.

Market Leadership in Hearing
Health
IntriCon’s hearing-health business continued its strong performance in 2006, growing 9 percent over the prior year.
Our advanced line of amplifier assemblies
and systems based on DSP continued to
gain traction. DSP devices have greater
clarity and filter background noise and
feedback for users. By offering both assemblies as well as complete devices, we’ve
established ourselves as a leading supplier
of high-quality DSP amplifier devices.
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Low- to moderately priced DSP devices,
like our ClariD® Digital ONE™ DSP hearing-aid amplifiers, continue to represent
the fastest-growing segment in the hearing-aid market – and our sales in this segment were up 19 percent in 2006.
We expanded our ClariD Digital ONE
product line in 2005, with the introduction
of the NR+ with improved adaptive feedback cancellation (AFC). We also introduced our new advanced digital platform,
the InTune™, featuring: adaptive directionality; Layered Noise Reduction™ (LNR),
which adjusts the volume level and type of
noise reduction; and improved AFC. These
product-line additions were successfully
launched market-wide in 2006 and we
achieved several customer design-ins.
One area of notable hearing-health growth
is open-ear devices. Open-ear fittings of
hearing devices allow a higher degree of
customer satisfaction and comfort. Using
our AFC technology, we gained further
traction after launching new proprietary
open-ear products for several customers. In the 2006 fourth quarter, we also
introduced a new hearing-health solution,
Spin™, which provides flexible, highquality performance at an affordable price.
Spin is a multi-application DSP amplifier
that reduces feedback and sound distortion. It is suitable for a wide variety of
open-ear applications.
Looking ahead, new product offerings
based on improved DSP technology, nextgeneration integrated circuits and lowpower wireless technology are expected
to broaden our opportunities in hearing
health and provide continued future
growth – both for hearing-aid assemblies
and complete devices.
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Medical Opportunities,
Relationships and Successes
Our medical business grew rapidly during 2006, as a result of increased sales
to existing customers and contracts with
high-profile medical manufacturers. Our
relationship-building efforts with key
OEMs have been in the works for several
years; we are now realizing the fruit of our
hard work. The market is taking notice
– IntriCon is a leader in the development
and manufacturing of devices. Major
medical OEMs are approaching IntriCon
in order to work together to bring innovative solutions to medical customers.
We believe we have a competitive advantage in the electronic manufacturing
services marketplace by offering micromanufacturing capabilities and proprietary technology. As the population ages,
there is growing demand for our innovative miniature body-worn devices. The
medical market is our core strength and
focus, and our expertise in the robotic
manufacture of miniature and micro-miniature electronics products based on our
proprietary low-power DSP and wireless
technology is well suited to address an
aging population’s needs. This market has
rigorous demands for high-tech, miniature, portable devices; we are able to
deliver those benefits to our customers
both directly and via key strategic medical
partnerships.
IntriCon’s medical sales increased 18 percent in 2006. We look forward to further
growth in 2007 through the ramp-up of
existing projects and new product introductions.

Professional Audio Growth
Since entering the market in 2001, our
professional audio business has almost
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doubled its sales – in 2006, sales increased
21 percent over 2005. Our success is
fueled by ongoing relationships with
major players in the audio market. In
2006, we developed strategic partnerships
with several leading audio corporations
to bring proprietary technologies to the
marketplace.
Consumer trends include the demand for
smaller ear and head-worn, hands-free
communication devices that employ DSP
technology – the same technology that
we are developing for hearing health. This
trend fits nicely with IntriCon’s skillset
and expertise in developing smaller, bodyworn devices.
Our professional audio business serves
customers across numerous industries that
include music and stage performance, law
enforcement, safety, military and aviation.
Notable customer projects in 2006 included numerous new boom microphone
designs for customers and the development of a wireless push-to-talk module for
the fire/safety law enforcement market for
a large European customer.

Electronics Skills
IntriCon continues to maintain strong
relationships with many well-known
OEMs in the computer, power supply and
telecom industries.
In 2005, we acquired Amecon Corporation, a small manufacturer of magnetic
components. Amecon’s magnetic capabilities enhanced our competencies in electronic components and were the primary
growth driver for this business in 2006.
For the year, sales in electronics increased
slightly over 2005. We believe there are
additional opportunities to expand this
business unit.
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Looking Ahead
IntriCon has the people and the technology to execute our vision of becoming
a leader in enhancing the mobility and
effectiveness of body-worn devices that
connect people to people, or people to the
devices around them. 2007 will be a year
where we continue to focus on growth in
our core markets and take strategic steps
toward achieving that vision.
IntriCon’s future looks promising: we are
investing in strategic research and development opportunities; we’re accelerating
new product introductions; and we are a
well-established company with a history
of bringing innovative, miniature and
micro-miniature solutions to market. As
such, we are increasingly being sought out
in the marketplace. We’re excited about
our future prospects and believe that our
focus on development within our core
product lines will result in growth of our
existing and potential customer base in
2007 and beyond.
On behalf of management and the board
of directors, I would like to thank our
customers for their loyalty, our team of
employees for their contributions and
our shareholders for their support. I look
forward to updating you on our progress
during the year.
Sincerely,

Mark S. Gorder
President and Chief Executive Officer
IntriCon Corporation
March 12, 2007
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